
ISA Writing Competition – Reception winners! 

A few months ago, we entered ‘ISA’s Young Storytellers Competition’, the theme was ‘The Adventure’ 

and the children were tasked with working collaboratively to create a story that was no more than ten 
lines in length. We were informed that out of 100’s of schools that entered, Reception had been chosen 

as one of the winners and that their wonderful story would be published and illustrated within a book 

published by ISA. The children were over the moon and incredibly proud of their achievement. The story 

is available to read below: 

The Adventure  

If you look up you will see a rocket ship floating high up in space. Inside that rocket ship is a class of 

Reception children off on an expedition. Their adventure began when their headteacher sent them on a 

mission to find new life. They battled through asteroids to land on the planet Jupiter. As soon as they 

landed they began to explore the scary, stormy and dark planet. Little did they know that there were 

aliens hiding behind every crater. Just as they were about to give up they heard something in the 

distance…it was aliens! The children returned to their rocket ship and prepared for a battle but when 

they saw the aliens approaching, they didn’t seem frightening, in fact they seemed rather friendly. The 

aliens were as green as fresh grass and had 18 eyes each. Reception began to slowly open their rocket 

ship door and walk closer and closer. They felt a mixture of excitement and nervousness, but soon they 

were busy laughing and playing musical statues with their new friends. Together they boarded the 

rocket ship and launched themselves into a new alien adventure, next stop…Mercury! The Children’s 

House, Reception 

 

Or online at: https://www.isaschools.org.uk/static/225d90b3-6e69-46db-

b70aa2e20edd3a84/f3ac6f98-68b7-4dc8-ba4d285cb633d9c8/Young-Storytellers-Winning-

Stories.pdf 
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